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Frontview
Gurney Flap (GF) Passive flow-control device
Berlin Research Turbine (BeRT):
r ntview
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DTU 10 MW Reference 
Wind Turbine [1] 
www.diecast.org
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CFD of airfoil HQ17 [2]
GF = 0.5%c
GF = 1.5%c
Increase of circulation
+p      ─p
Kármán vortex street &
and induced drag
Design criteria: GF-height ≤ local boundary-layer height δ in %c
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Expected retrofit-effects of GF
Airfoil
lift ↑ drag ↑
Blade-flow
axial & tangential induction ↑ 
AoA ↓  
Blade-forces
flapwise moment ↑
edgewise moment ↑
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Rated operation
Inflow velocity 6.5 m/s
rpm 180 min-1
TSR 4.3
Re-number (aprox.) 250,000
Simulated AoA 
(BEM, QBlade) 
5°
R = 1.5m
wind-tunnel: 4.2 x 4.2m2
→ 40 % blockage
Clark-Y
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XFOIL-calculation: δ ≈ 1.0%c
at Re = 250,000
GF-Implementation: 
L-profiles (brass) on all blades
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Frontview
Zig Zag Tape (ZZ)
XFOIL-calculation: ZZ-height ≤ δ
• Suction Side at 5%c: 
ZZ < 0.20%c (0.8 … 0.2mm)
• Pressure Side at 10%c: 
ZZ < 0.25 %c (1.0 … 0.5mm)
Forced boundary-layer-transition 
close to leading edge
Gurney Flap (GF)
&
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Expected retrofit-effects of GF
Airfoil
lift ↑ drag ↑
Blade-flow
axial & tangential induction ↑ 
AoA ↓  
Blade-forces
flapwise moment ↑
edgewise moment ↑
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• THIES Clima: no calibration, no maintenance
→ applicable in wind-tunnel & free-field
• Bidirectional Time-of-flight principle
• Coordinate transformation: 
U*,V*,W* → U(X), V(Y), W(Z) in m/s
• Resolution < 0.1 m/s at 60Hz < f < 150Hz
Set-up
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3D wake-velocity measurements
with Ultrasonic Anemometer (UA)
THIES Clima 
(modified by author)
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+Z
+X
+Y
Static wake-position of UA
X =1.3R: downstream
Y = 0.56R: mid-span
Z = 0R: hub-height
[3]
BEM-methodology
Wake-velocities → a, a‘ → AoA
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Configuration
GF=1%c GF=0.5%c
Clean-Baseline
Operation Point
ZZ-Baseline
Operation Point
Case
stall 
(high AoA)
rated 
(opt. AoA)
feather 
(low AoA)
TSR 3 4.3 5.6
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Results
σ(U)=3.3%
σ(U)=1.3% σ(U)=0.9%
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
TSR=3.0 (stall) TSR=4.3 (rated) TSR=5.6 (feather)
(U
/U
in
f)
 
Mean relative axial velocity
Clean
Standard deviation σ is similar for all configurations
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0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
TSR=3.0 (stall) TSR=4.3 (rated) TSR=5.6 (feather)
(U
/U
in
f)
 
Mean relative axial velocity
Clean GF=0.5%c GF=1%c
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σ(W)=22.1% σ(W)=3.6% σ(W)=3.4%
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
TSR=3.0 (stall) TSR=4.3 (rated) TSR=5.6 (feather)
(W
/U
in
f)
 
Mean relative tangential velocity
Clean
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Results
Lateral velocity-component V(Y) is neglectable
Standard deviation σ is similar for all configurations
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0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
TSR=3.0 (stall) TSR=4.3 (rated) TSR=5.6 (feather)
(W
/U
in
f)
 
Mean relative tangential velocity
Clean GF=0.5%c GF=1%c
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Rated case U/Uinf W/Uinf
BEM-Simulation 0.31 0.18
Clean case 0.67 0.19
High axial wake-velocity and AoA 
due to 40% blockage and wind-tunnel 
contraction at X = 2.5R
Results
BeRT is running off-design 
CFD-study of BeRT-wake-field at X=1R 
at rated conditions [4]
U/Uinf
≈0.7 
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Angle of Attack
Case stall rated feather
BEM-Simulation 12.0° 5.0° 2.0°
Clean 16.5° 8.6° 4.6°
18
Results
ZZ-tape: AoA=8.7°
Clean: AoA=7.6°
ZZ-tape 16.3° 8.8° 4.8°
CFD (ZZ-tape): 
AoA=8.5° [4]
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Results
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12%
14%
16%
TSR=3.0 (stall) TSR=4.3 (rated) TSR=5.6 (feather)
Clean configuration: AoA-decrease
Clean: GF=0.5%c Clean: GF=1%c
AoA-decrease aprox. proportional to GF-height
More pronounced pre-stall (feather), i.e. for a high δ/GF-ratio
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20%
TSR=3.0 (stall) TSR=4.3 (rated) TSR=5.6 (feather)
ZZ-configuration: AoA-decrease
ZZ: GF=0.5%c ZZ: GF=1%c
AoA-decrease pre-stall (feather) is higher compared to clean configuration
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Expected retrofit-effects of GF
Airfoil
lift ↑ drag ↑
Blade-flow
axial & tangential induction ↑ 
AoA ↓  
Blade-forces
flapwise moment ↑
edgewise moment ↑
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Strain Gauges (SG) 
Flapwise blade-bending-moments 
→ aprox. 55 Nm 
(ZZ-configuration & rated case)
Edgewise blade-bending-moments 
→ aprox. 9 Nm 
(ZZ-configuration & rated case)
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0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
TSR=3.0 (stall) TSR=4.3 (rated) TSR=5.6 (feather)
ZZ-configuration: mean increase in 
flapwise root-bending moments
ZZ+GF=0.5%c ZZ+GF=1.0%c
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Results
Coherent results for clean configuration
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Conclusions
Aerodynamic effects of GF
…demonstrated using different methods 
adaptable to free-field conditions
Retrofit potential of GF
… throughout the first 50% of blade-span
→ alleviation of stall-effects (stall delay)
→ increasing of bending moments 
→ compensation of roughness effects
Design potential of GF (new blades) 
…throughout most of blade-span
→ aerodynamic improvement 
at the inner blade-area
→ chord-length reduction at the 
outer blade-area (slender blades)
GF
ZZ
SG 
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Work in progress
Impact of GF on
… edgewise bending moments
…pressure field of blade element 
…flow-field & separation close to 
trailing edge (stereo PIV experiments)
… validation on rotor-blades under 
free-field conditions
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The End
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Thank you for your attention!
[https://www.begadistrictnews.com.au/]
